
THE  FAMILY  AS  A  SOCIAL  INSTITUTION (*)

Definition and essential elements of the family

In a wide sense –useful even to biological sciences such as taxonomy– the term
«family» refers to a group of individual beings linked by blood relations, such as a whole line
of common ancestors and their descendants (e.g. a family or genealogical tree). In a more
restricted sense, «family» refers to the community of persons who live and work together in
order to satisfy their basic needs and meet other goals common to the group. In Classical
Philosophy this order relation is centered on paternity, which means the generation and care
(i.e. education) of the offspring. Thus, Aristotle defines the family as the community
designed to attend to the basic and permanent needs of the household, such as food, clothing
and shelter. The family is also known as «domestic society» –a name derived from the Latin
«domus» or house– owing to the fact that it is the original and primary manifestation of
human sociability. Here, the family does not only include blood relatives, but also those who,
in a clear and distinct sense, work for the good of the group (e.g. household employees or
domestic helpers). For this reason, this secondary group is also considered subject to the
same parental authority as those who are blood-related.

Nowadays, by the word «family» we understand the community of parents and their
children, a society which implies: a) blood relations, b) living under the same roof (as an
economic unit through which basic human needs are met), and c) being subject to a common
authority with its corresponding power, strengthened by bonds of mutual affection among its
members.

As against evolutionist positions regarding the family (theories which make
unfounded claims that the family was not present from the very beginning of human
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existence and that it is only a more developed form of organization, posterior to the stages of
absolute promiscuity and matriarchy), we shall be dealing here with the monogamous family,
the nucleus of which is a husband, a wife and their offspring. The monogamous family is a
universal form of organization –a «natural» institution, like marriage– present at all times
and among all peoples. The existence of deviant historical forms of «families» does not alter
this truth: the reprobation of incest and adultery, as well as the obligation to care for one’s
children and relatives is accepted in all cultures. We also have a Scriptural basis for
accepting this truth, namely in the Book of Genesis (1: 26ff.; 2: 18ff.) which narrates the
origin of man.

The origin of marriage and the family

It is interesting to compare two classical accounts of the origin of the family: the
Platonic version as contained in the Symposium (in Aristophanes’ speech), and the Biblical
narrative as contained in the first chapters of the Book of Genesis. Both of them run along
the same lines: first, the apparent self-sufficiency of the human being (either as man, as
woman, or as androgyne); next comes the need or the desire for complete identification of
one human being with another (i.e. the desire for perfect union between a man and a
woman), which turns out to be impossible; and finally, the overcoming of this impossibility
through the institution of the family.

According to Aristophanes, humankind at its very beginning was composed of
androgynes, that is, of beings with both male and female sexual attributes. Being sufficient
unto themselves and having in their own hands the power of engendering their like, they
provoked the wrath of Zeus and the other gods. As a result, the androgynes were cut in half,
so that they took either exclusively male or exclusively female form, thus losing all of their
previous prerogatives. Humankind had been transformed into a slowly dying race and were it
not for another divine intervention –that of Eros, the god of love– they would have been
wiped from the face of the earth. Now, each one’s existence consists in looking for his or her
other half, trying to regain his or her original identity.

In the Book of Genesis we are told that the original existential state of Adam was
one of solitude, although psychologically speaking, he could not possibly have felt
«lonesome». You can only sense loneliness if you have previously experienced «company»,
since loneliness is precisely the absence of that company you once enjoyed. The creation of
Eve is narrated not as a breaking-up of Adam into two, but rather as the «unfolding» of
humanity. It is in his encounter with Eve that Adam encounters himself, for the first time,
consciously. Before, Adam had given names to all the other living beings, except to himself.
On meeting Eve, he gives her his own name. It was in these circumstances that the Fall
occurred.

We are told that one of the consequences of the Fall was that, for the first time, both
Adam and Eve were to feel ashamed of themselves: they hid from God’s sight because they
were «naked». Obviously, they were naked even before the Fall, but then they did not feel
any shame whatsoever. Shame differs from modesty in that whereas modesty refers to good
characteristics which nonetheless should not be made available for «public consumption»,
shame refers to reputedly bad or evil ones. For example, one should be modest with his or
her own body, and ashamed only of immodest exhibitions. The experience of shame,
therefore, is a psychological counterpart of having committed evil, of wilfully having
separated oneself from the «other» with whom he or she has previously formed a «whole».
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Again man realizes that it is impossible to recover that primeval unity he had once
enjoyed. In marriage –which is the origin of the family– man seeks to give himself
completely, once and for all; but he knows that any such intent is bound to be frustrated. He
could only make a commitment or a promise of fidelity, something which, by its very nature,
refers to a future and therefore uncertain reality: «Til death do us part...». Man recognizes
that at no single moment does he actually possess his life in its entirety –affected by time, he
lives in a flux– and so he has «very little» to give. This dilemma in a certain sense may cause
a «divine madness» as attested by poets and artists of all ages (cf. The Phaedrus). On the
other hand, man continues to be haunted by the thought that if ever he were to achieve that
complete and perfect union he desires, he would then cease to be himself; although, of
course, this is precisely one of the necessary conditions for such a union to be meaningful.

The coming of children «perfects» both marriage and the family. Even an author as
unorthodox as Hegel gives credit to this point (Philosophie des Rechts, § 173). The child
–any son or daughter– is the love of a father and a mother made real and subsistent. Through
their child, the love of a man and a woman exists not only in and for themselves but also «in
itself»: so real is their love, so strong is their union that it has come alive, with an existence
and a name of its own.

The ends of marriage and of the family

If we were to undertake a «causal» analysis, we should consider as the «material
cause» of society neither the individuals (liberalism) nor the homogeneous group (socialism)
directly, but the families. More precisely, we should say that the «proximate material cause»
of society is the family, while the human person is its «remote material cause». 

We thus distinguish ourselves from those who think that society is but the sum
of its individual members, and who therefore do not care at all for the family. For these
people, individual «rights» such as those regarding sexual promiscuity, divorce and
abortion are over and above the rights of the family: the right to life of its members, the
right to a secure and stable home so necessary for a person’s education, the right of
couples to the unity and indissolubility of the marriage bond, etc.

At the other end of the scale is the socialist stance regarding the family. According
to this doctrine, individual citizens should actually sacrifice themselves for the pretended
good of the state as a whole. Personal rights, and transitively, the rights of the family are also
trampled on in the name of a well-meaning «state policy» directed one-sidedly towards
material and economic welfare. The family is dealt with as if it were just another artificial
and arbitrary organization that could be manipulated to further an ill-understood «common
good» (e.g. population control to increase a particular society’s wealth).

Both the positions we have discussed so far fail to realize that the family is a natural
social institution meant to be the optimum environment for the growth and development of
the human person. It is in the family that the critical balance between the individual and the
social aspects of human nature is achieved. Human persons are citizens of their city or state
only in and through their families.

«Teleologically» and «operationally», the family may be defined as a stable society,
the objective of which is the propagation of the human species, and whose members, through
the community of life and love, satisfy the material and moral needs of everyday life.
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Perhaps where we could best see the «natural» character of the family as a social institution
is through an examination of its essential ends, which no man is able to affront alone.

Thomas Aquinas says that the family has a double proper end: the procreation and
education of the offspring, on the one hand, and mutual help among its members, on the other.

The very term «procreation» alludes to God’s role in the building of the family,
since it is only He who, strictly speaking, «creates» (He who makes something out of
nothing except his own omnipotence). Husband and wife contribute as «secondary causes»
(not to be confused with the purely instrumental ones) that are total (as opposed to «partial»)
and subordinated (as opposed to «coordinated»). «Procreation» refers to the proper
engendering or propagation of the human species. By «proper» we do not mean as a result of
some self-serving technical or economic calculation, but rather, in a manner according to the
laws of human nature. We must remember that man is a being «begotten, not made», as
against what seems to be the case in most genetic manipulations for supposedly altruistic
purposes. Each child is a gift from God and, as with all gifts, he does not belong to one as a
result of desert or merit, but as something gratuitous in nature. The proper attitude is
therefore one of gratefulness and not of dominion or control. The role of parents, however,
does not end here. It extends to the rearing of children towards full bodily and spiritual
development, towards the state of virtue. Unlike most other creatures, man is at birth and for
a long time onwards, quite unable to fend for himself, and therefore entirely dependent on
his parents and his family until he reaches relative maturity. This long educational process,
including the proper orientation and development not only of the child’s physical abilities
but also of his spiritual ones, is best carried out in and by the family.

Equally essential to the family is its end of mutual help among its members. By this
we should understand not only the necessary and complementary interchange between
husband and wife, but also that which occurs with and among their children. Conjugal union
is the noblest of all generative unions. It does not consist merely of the transmission of life,
but also of a unique spiritual enrichment. And a couple’s children have both the right and the
need to participate in this human enrichment (which, after all, is what education is all about).

Thus far we have the ends which may be taken to be intrinsic to marriage and
family institutions. But we could also single out an «extrinsic» end of the family –as
Messner does– which is its role as the «basic cell» or «building block» of society. The family
is the most important of all social formations, superior even to the state itself. One of the
preeminent tasks of the state, therefore, is to ensure that families are able to fulfil their basic
educative and economic functions in an environment of peace, order and –as far as possible–
material sufficiency (or at least to provide the opportunity for families to gain it for
themselves). It follows, therefore, that the state should have a merely subsidiary role in the
education (in the widest sense) of its citizens. This task, and therefore the right, the power
and the authority over their own children, properly belong to parents. Here, the state should
not interfere, but simple safeguard what is essential. In other words, in education and related
matters civil law must first and foremost protect family rights. 

Economy, education and the family

Extending the organicist metaphor, we could talk of a family «body» and a family
«soul». In general terms, we take the family «body» to mean the bodies of its members or,
more specifically, the particular administration of economic goods –acquisition, distribution
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and consumption or use– that is proper to the household. The family «soul» refers to the self-
same family as a community of life and learning.

There are two essential aspects to the family «soul»: firstly, the need to provide an
atmosphere of utmost trust, a shared sphere of intimacy among its members; and secondly,
the fulfillment of its task of educating and training its members in «humanity».

With regard to the first aspect, we can say that the family is the starting point for the
development of all forms of social organization. It is in the family that human beings learn to
be what nature demands of them, i.e., people who are, at the same time and in equal
measure, individual and social beings. The family allows a person to develop an «inner
space», a room for social «intensification», without which there could not be any social
«extensification» whatsoever. In the family, unlike in civil society, one behaves with greater
confidence –«familiarity» of the good kind. This is where man learns to transcend himself,
loving family members for what they are and independently of other demands, while at the
same time enriching his «inner space». Perhaps it is within the family that a person comes to
terms with his own personhood: he is an individual with a proper name, and at the same time
a relational being, since he is necessarily either a father, a son, or a brother. Children see
themselves as the object of an unconditional act of affirmation by the Divine Creative Will,
followed by the «procreative» will of their parents. Here is where man has his first
experience of authority and power as embodied by his parents: he realizes that his parents
only want the best for him, that their only wish is for him to grow (auctoritas comes from
augere, which means «to add» or «to increase»). He therefore consents to their use of power,
which is not anymore seen as a blind and violent force, but rather as a help in the execution
of something for his own good.

With regard to the educative function of the family, we could say that it is basically
the art of helping others to help themselves. This art is what, since the time of Socrates (cf.
Theaetetus), has been known as «mayeutics» or «mental midwifery», helping others to give
birth to –that is, to conceive and mature– their own thoughts. On the other hand, the learner
almost always learns through some form of imitation (mimesis): he thus focuses on the
example of his educator. For this reason it is said that the root of intimacy and that of
education are one and the same: actual love and hope regarding the future of the educand.

The family is an educative community: everybody educates everybody else (i.e. it is
not only the parents that educate their children, but also the other way around). Education
means enriching each other through friendly dialogue, which is always something more
than a pure technique. The primary content of education has to be the virtues. Rather than
producing «informed» people (full of objective knowledge), what we should be aiming at is
that they be properly «formed» in their character.

As we have already said, the family «body» refers principally to the economic
organization. Remember that oikonomia, the Greek term from which «economy» is derived,
originally meant «the law of the household». There are certain attitudes that are opposed to
regarding the family as the basic economic unit in modern sociology. They argue that among
primitive peoples the family carried out economic and political functions as its own.
Nevertheless, in the late XVIIIth century, with the advent of modern production methods
and, in particular, with the Industrial Revolution, the family organization entered a crisis.
The bourgeois, romanticist family has lost both of its earlier functions and right now its only
justification lies in the «feelings» or «sentiments» of union that may still survive among its
members. At its present state of evolution, therefore, the family is a purely sentimental or
emotional affair, with all that this implies.
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It may be true that in olden times the family was too narrowly identified with its
economic and political functions (the family that strives toward self-sufficiency) to the
detriment of its emotional and moral ones, whereas in modern times the reverse is apt to
occur, but we should nevertheless point out that both of these tasks are by nature proper to
the family. We must not fall into the liberal attitude which considers the family exclusively
as a production unit of goods and services, nor should we succumb to the romanticist
temptation, according to which the family is merely a community of love. Instead, we must
strike the proper and realistic balance. The prolongation of the liberal attitude in capitalist
economies is plain, as is that of the romanticist attitude in socialist economies, both of which
are prejudicial to the family.
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